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Abstract

The neutrino �ux produced by the spallation neutron source ISIS at the position of
the KARMEN neutrino experiment� for a new tungsten spallation target� is calculated
to an accuracy of ����� Contributions from the spallation and �SR targets to the ���
�e� and �� �uxes� due to �� and �� decay at rest� are evaluated� Results are presented
in terms of neutrinos per proton for an incident proton beam of ��� MeV� The conta	
mination of 
�e� from the �� decay	in	�ight and �� decay	at	rest chain� is found to be
������ with an accuracy of ��� Comparisons are made of the measured and calcu	
lated values of a variety of neutrino induced reactions� agreement for the absolute cross
sections implies that the calculated neutrino �uxes used were reasonably accurate�



Berechnung der Neutrino��usse f�ur dasWolfram�Target
an der ISIS Spallationsneutronenquelle

Zusammenfassung

Der Flu� von Neutrinos von der Spallationsneutronenquelle ISIS am Ort des Neutrino	
Experiments KARMEN wird berechnet mit einer Genauigkeit von ���� f�ur das neue
Wolfram	Target� Beitr�age des Spallations	 und des �SR	 Targets zu den Fl�ussen von
��� �e und �� aus dem �� und �� Zerfall in Ruhe werden bestimmt� Die Ergebnisse
werden dargestellt als Neutrinos pro Proton f�ur eine Protonen	Energie von ��� MeV�
Der st�orende Anteil an 
�e aus dem �� Zerfall im Fluge und anschlie�endem �� Zerfall
in Ruhe wird zu ������ bestimmt mit einer Genauigkeit von ��� Messungen einiger
Neutrino	Wirkungsquerschnitte werden mit theoretischen Rechnungen verglichen� Die
gute �Ubereinstimmung der absoluten Werte zeigt� dass die dabei verwendeten berech	
neten Neutrino	Fl�usse vern�unftige Werte haben�



� Introduction

The ISIS facility at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in Oxfordshire� UK� is a
pulsed neutron source intended primarily for condensed matter studies� Besides neu	
trons� the facility produces in its spallation target a large number of pions� the charged
pions eventually stop and produce intense neutrino beams� These neutrino beams have
been used for an extensive program of neutrino research at the KARMEN neutrino
experiment��� operated by a collaboration of the Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe� Uni	
versity of Karlsruhe� University of Bonn� University Erlangen	N�urnberg� Rutherford
Appleton Laboratory� Queen Mary and West�eld College� London and Oxford Univer	
sity�
ISIS is based upon an ��� MeV rapid	cycling ��� Hz� proton synchrotron with a

design beam intensity of ��� �A� This pulsed proton beam is used to produce �uxes of
pulsed neutrons in heavy metallic targets� To date� the protons have been dumped in
a massive tantalum or uranium target� producing neutrons from spallation and �ssion
processes ���� Several improvement projects are now being considered for the ISIS facility�
theseinclude a new spallation target� and a ��� increase in the proton beam intensity
to ��� �A� The new spallation target� composed primarily of tungsten� is likely to be
installed sometime in ����
This report presents a calculation of the neutrino �uxes to be expected from the

new tungsten spallation target� Previous publications ��� have given the results of cal	
culations of neutrino �uxes for the existing tantalum and uranium targets� A Monte
Carlo code for pion production and pion and muon tracking was developed��� for the
simulation of neutrinos from �� and �� decay at rest� the extension of that code to the
production� tracking� and decay of �� and �� is given in ref� ���� This computer code
has been widely used for neutrino experiments at ISIS and at the Los Alamos National
Laboratory �LAMPF� now LANSCE�� Since extensive documentation of the computer
code is contained in references �������� no further discussion of details of the code will be
given here�
A description of the ISIS neutrino source and the modeling of the ISIS tungsten

target will be provided in Sec� �� Calculated neutrino �uxes from the spallation target
and from the �SR target� and the background �ux of �e neutrinos are displayed in Sec�
�� The uncertainties in these neutrino �uxes are brie�y discussed in Sec� �� In Sec� �
we compare measured and calculated absolute cross sections for a number of neutrino
reactions on electrons and on atomic nuclei�

� ISIS neutrino source

��� Time structure and energy spectra

It is the time structure in the ISIS proton beam that enables the physics of the
KARMEN project to be separated into that initiated by �� neutrinos or by �e and





�� neutrinos� The proton beam consists of a pair of �� ns wide pulses separated in
time by ��� ns� within a �� ms beam cycle�
The �� neutrinos� with an energy of ���� MeV from the two	body �� decay at rest�

have a time structure characteristic of the �� ns pion mean life� the �e and �� neutrinos�
with the �	�� MeV Michel spectral shapes from the three	body �� decay� have the time
structure of the ���� �s �� mean life� This allows the separation �by timing� of the
neutrinos produced from the pion decay� and from the subsequent muon decay� The
energy spectra of the �� neutrino from �� decay� and of the �e and �� neutrinos from
�� decay� are shown in Fig� �
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Figure � Energy spectra of the �� neutrino from �� decay at rest� and of the
�e and �� neutrinos from �� decay at rest�

��� ISIS spallation target

An overview of the input geometry model of the new ISIS tungsten spallation target
is displayed in Fig� �� for a similar picture of the tantalum model see ref����� The
��� MeV proton beam� incident from the left in Fig� � �rst passes through a water	
cooled Inconel beam window� then a helium �lled void� and next through a tantalum
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window entrance into the tungsten stack� It is stopped in a target� designed to produce
spallation neutrons� consisting of layers of tungsten rectangular plates� Each tungsten
plate is a rectangle of �� mm X �� mm� with thicknesses varying from  mm to ��
mm� In order to facilitate heat transfer� the tungsten plates are surrounded on all sides
by tantalum structures in the form of headers� side plates� etc� Spaces between each
plate assembly are �lled with rapidly �owing heavy water as a coolant� The proton beam
spatial distribution is a parabola �� mm across� so that it is entirely contained within
the area of the tungsten plates�

.

Figure �� Geometry model of the ISIS tungsten spallation target assembly for
input to the computer code� The proton beam is incident from the
left� shown are the proton beam pipe� exit Inconel vacuum window�
entrance collimator� tantalum window� and tungsten target struc	
ture� Above and below the tungsten target are four moderator
cells�

The entire structure of plate assemblies is held within a stainless steel pressure vessel�
containing manifolds for heavy water coolant� The geometry of the pressure vessel was
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modelled with three layers of steel and three layers of water� in the plane transverse to
that shown in Fig� �� The total thickness of steel reproduces the volume of steel in
the pressure vessel �excluding the top and bottom plates which could be modelled more
exactly�� A similar procedure was used for the water layers within the pressure vessel�
Surrounding the pressure vessel� as shown in Fig� �� is the neutron re�ector system� a

vessel containing beryllium rods immersed in heavy water� and four neutron moderator
cells� Between the beam windows and the re�ector vessel� there is a beam halo monitor
which is mounted on an aluminium �ange� This was modelled as a circular ring �cm
thick� and was included because of its e�ect on the absorption of pions produced in the
beam window�

� Neutrino production from �
� decay at rest

Input to the Monte Carlo code was provided by the ISIS spallation target model
described in detail in Sec� ��� � For this geometry� all of the pion production and over
��� of the pion decays occur within the spallation target plate assembly� Only the
small fraction of pions absorbed outside the plate assembly � � �� � is sensitive to the
modelling of the pressure vessel� This region is� however� of more importance to the
calculations of neutrino backgrounds from the �� to �� decay chain�

Table � Calculated neutrino �uxes with the tantalum� uranium� tungsten and �SR tar	
gets for a proton beam energy of ��� MeV� Column � gives the neutrino production from
�� decay at rest in units of � per proton� while column � gives the �e background from
�� decay at rest as a fraction of the number in column ��

Spallation Proton Energy Neutrino Flux Ratio
Target ��� �e� �� �e � �e

�MeV� �� p��� �����
Tantalum ��� ������ ���
Uranium ��� ����� ���
Tungsten ��� ������ ���
�SR ��� ����� ���

The decay	at	rest neutrino production� for target materials consisting of tantalum�
uranium and tungsten� is given in Table � Results are expressed as the number of ��

decays at rest per incident proton for the various target con�gurations� It is seen that
the neutrino production from the new tungsten target will be approximately ��� of that
from the tantalum target� This small reduction in the neutrno �ux per incident proton
will be only a small perturbation in any future neutrino program� Further� it should be
noted that the ratio of �e background to �e �ux is signi�cantly reduced� a result that
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would be important for any future investigation of rare neutrino processes� A discussion
of the �e background listed in the last column of Table  will be given in Sec� ��

��� Neutrino background from �
� decay at rest

Virtually all �� that stop are absorbed� and so the possible �e backgrounds are
created from the approximately � of the �� that decay in �ight� The �� from the
decay in �ight are tracked until they stop in some particular material� the fraction that
leads to decay at rest rather than to absorbtion is calculated from measured muon total
absorption rates��� and is used to predict the �e background� These �uxes� as a ratio
to the �e �ux� are shown in the last column of Table � From the entry in row �� for
a tungsten target and an ��� MeV proton beam� we get ��� � ��� �e per incident
proton�
The time structure in the ISIS proton beam� described in Sec� ��� enables this

background to be substantially reduced� The time spectrum of �e from the decay at rest
of �� in the tungsten spallation source is shown in �g� �� Here� the double	peaked initial
shape is a consequence of the proton time struture� made up of two �� ns wide pulses
separated in time by ��� ns� with a repetition rate of �� Hz� The total �e time spectrum
then consists of two basic components� �� an exponential decay in low	Z materials Be
and D�O dominated by the ��� �s muon mean life� and ��� the much faster exponential
decay in high	Z materials Fe� W and Ta characterized by a fast absorption rate�
Because the physics of the KARMEN experiment is normally separated into that

due to �� interactions �from the �� ns �� decay at rest�� and that due to �e and �� in	
teractions �from the ��� �s �� decay at rest�� events are separated into two time groups�
above and below ��� ns from the start of the proton pulses� Inspection of Fig� � shows
that ��� of the �e are emitted after ��� ns� compared to ��� of the ��� Thus� e�g�� the
expected experimental background to a neutrino oscillation search for the tungsten tar	
get would be reduced from ������� in the last column in Table � to a value �e ��e �
�������� It should be noted that the �e background for the new tungsten target is
��� less than that for the tantalum target� this result could be important for any new
program at ISIS that would study neutrino properties�

� Neutrino �ux uncertainty

Estimates of the uncertainties for the decay	at	rest neutrino �uxes from the ISIS
tungsten spallation target are based upon the detailed error analysis for the decay	at	rest
�uxes as discussed in ref���� There the absolute normalization of the code was provided
by a mock beam stop experiment���� LAMPF experiment E���� Error estimates for the
new tungsten target are the same as those listed in ref���� for the KARMEN experiment�
and are given here in Table �� The measured pion production cross sections used in the
Monte Carlo code typically have ���� absolute normalization errors� However� because
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Figure �� The time spectrum of �e from the decay at rest of �
� in the heavy

water plus tungsten spallation target combination� The double	
peaked initial shape is due to the proton time structure� while the
total �e time spectrum consists of two basic components� a rel	
atively slow decay rate in low	Z materials �Be and D�O� and the
faster decay rate in high	Z materials �Fe� W and Ta��

the code was instead normalized to the E��� data on stopped �� per incident proton�
this ���� uncertainty is irrelevant and is not included�
The sensitivity to the modelling of the geometry of the structures external to the

spallation target and of the beam geometry were estimated in ref���� by making small
changes in the appropriate spatial demensions�
For the central tungsten spallation target� calculations were performed for a series

of succeedingly more accurate representations of the actual target construction� The
changes in the calculated �e neutrino �ux are listed in Table �� where the �rst line
lists the �e �ux calculated for the ISIS tantalum target and discussed in ref����� The
model geometry �ISISA� is a �rst	approximation to the actual tungsten stack in the
new target� and does represent most of the material changes in the central portion of
the new tungsten target� In �ISISB� the heavy	water �D�O� cooling channels on the
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Table �� Estimated errors in the calculated neutrino �uxes from �� decay at rest and
�� decay at rest�

Source of uncertainty �� Decay at rest �� Decay at rest
��� ���

Fit of E��� data ��� 	
Cross section error 	 ���

Systematic e�ects in E��� ��� ���
ISIS simulation ��� ���

Proton beam energy ��� ���
Protons on target ��� ���
Proton geometry ��� ���

Quadrature sum ��� ���

sides of the tungsten stack are corrected� in �ISISC� the input window for the proton
beam is changed from Inconel to tantalum� in �ISISD� the rear of the pressure vessel is
appropriately modi�ed� �nally� in �ISISE� the exact de�nition is used for the tungsten
and tantalum plates that make up each section of the central stack in the new tungsten
spallation target� It can be seen from Table � that the changes in the �e �ux are small�
but still signi�cant� the �e �ux decreases by �� in �rst going from tantalum to tungsten�
and then decreases by another �� as the model target geometry is re�ned� The small
changes shown in Table �� however� from �ISISC� to ISISE� do justify ���� for the entry
in the line �ISIS simulation��
The main di�erence between the �� decay	at	rest and the �� decay	at	rest uncer	

tainties in Table � occur in the absolute normalization� A normalization uncertainty for
�� decay in �ight is composed of both a ���� contribution from the absolute normaliza	
tion errors quoted in the pion production measurements� and a ���� contribution from
the E��� experiment� This latter number comes from the part of the �systematic e�ects
in E���� entry in Table � that represents a change in the code normalization� but that
does not involve the pion production cross section errors�
In addition� a larger number ������ is used for the ISIS simulation uncertainty in

the �� decay	in	�ight �ux because the moderator and shielding surrounding the target
are not so well described as the elements of the central tungsten stack�
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Table �� Calculated neutrino �uxes for various stages of the input model geometry for
the Monte Carlo computer program� The �ve model geometries represent changes in the
tungsten spallation target and surrounding structure�

Model Proton Energy Neutrino Flux Ratio
Geometry �e

�MeV� �� p���
Tantalum ��� ������� ����
ISISA ��� ������� ����
ISISB ��� ������� �����
ISISC ��� ������� �����
ISISD ��� ������ �����
ISISE ��� ������� �����

� Neutrino cross sections	 comparison of measure�

ment and calculation

A number of absolute neutrino cross section measurements� for a variety of reactions�
have been made at the Rutherford	Appleton Laboratory �ISIS� and at the Los Alamos
National Laboratory �LAMPF and LANSCE�� At both laboratories� the neutrino �uxes
produced from the interactions of the ��� MeV proton beams were calculated with the
computer code mentioned in the Introduction� In this section we will compare the
measured cross section values� which relie upon the neutrino �ux computations� with
theoretical cross section calculations�
The experiments include neutrino	electron scattering� charged	 and neutral	current

reactions on ��C� charged	current inclusive reactions on ��Fe� and charged	current reac	
tions on ���I to the bound states of ���Xe� They are listed in Table � for the several
experimental groups that have performed these measurements at the two laboratories�
For the LSND ������� reactions the �� beams were from pion decay	in	�ight �DIF��

for all the other reactions the neutrino beams were the �	�� MeV �e and �� beams�
and the �� MeV �� beam� from pion and muon decay	at	rest �DAR�� The measured
and calculated cross sections� given in Table �� have been averaged over the appropriate
neutrino spectral shapes� For the listed experimental uncertainties� the �rst number is
the statistical error and the second the systematic error� Errors in neutrino �uxes are
included in the systematic part� as discussed in Sec� � and displayed in Table �� the DIF
beams have absolute uncertainties of �� and the DAR beams absolute uncertainties
of ����� Although it is generally di cult to give errors for theoretical calculations� one
can perhaps characterize the uncertainties in the values in the last column in Table �
as ranging from less than � for e���e� �e�e

�� to approximately �� for ��C��e� e
����Ngs�

and to approximately ��� for ���I��e� e�����Xebs�
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Table �� Comparison of measured and calculated cross sections for neutrino reactions�
When there are two numbers for the listed experimental uncertainties� the �rst number
is the statistical error and the second the systematic error�

Group Spallation Reaction Measurement Calculation
Target ����cm� ����cm�

KARMEN Ta ��C��e� e����Ngs ���� ���� ������ ������
��C��e� e����N� ��� ���� ��� ��� ������

��C��� �
�

���C����� ���� ��� � ������ ������
��Fe��e� e��X ��� � �� � ����� ������

E��� H�O� Al� Cu e���e� �e�e� ���� � ���� ����� ����
��C��e� e

����Ngs ��� � ��� ����� ������
��C��e� e����N� ���� ��� ��� ������

LSND H�O� Al� W e���e� �e�e� ���� � ���� ������ ����
��C��e� e����Ngs ���� ���� ������ ������
��C��e� e

����N� ��� � ���� ��� ��� ������
��C���� �����Ngs �� � �� ���� �����
��C���� ���X ��� � �� � ����� ������

E�� H�O� Al� Cu ���I��e� e�����Xebs ��� � �� � ���� ������

Inspection of Table � shows that all the measured cross section values are within
one standard deviation of the calculated theoretical values� From column two in Table
�� we note that the neutrino production targets ranged from low	Z materials like H�O
and Al to high	Z materials like Ta and W� Since all the measurements relied upon the
same computer code for their neutrino �uxes� the agreement between measured and
calculated values strongly suggest that the neutrino �ux computer code reproduces the
actual neutrino �uxes remarkably well�


 Summary

A Monte Carlo computer code� used for the calculation of neutrino �uxes from
��� MeV proton facilities� has been applied to the calculation of the neutrino �uxes
to be expected from a new tungsten target at the ISIS spallation neutron source� The
simulation of the tungsten spallation target was described in some detail� Results from
application of the code� for ��� �e� and �� �uxes resulting from �� and �� decay at rest�
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were presented for tungsten� tantalum and uranium spallation targets and for a pyrolytic
graphite �SR target for an incident proton beam of ��� MeV� An absolute accuracy of
���� on these neutrino �uxes was calculated from the normalization to a mock beam
stop experiment�
The �e backgrounds from the �� decay	in	�ight and subsequent �� decay	at	rest

chain were also listed for the same target and proton beam combinations� The accuracy
of these calculations was estimated to be �� from a combination of the mock beam
stop experiment and the uncertainties in the measured pion production cross sections�
Use of the time structure of the proton beam at ISIS can reduce this background to a
value �e ��e � ��������
Measured values of cross sections for neutrino reactions� all of which utilized the

Monte Carlo neutrino �ux code of this report� were compared to theoretical calculations�
The measured absolute cross sections are within one standard deviation of the theoretical
calculations� and thus strongly support the accuracy of the Monte Carlo neutrino �ux
code�
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